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Overview 
 

TPC is designed to interface parts inspection for users who do not want to work in Tangram and have to 

keep in check a number of functions of the production process. 

It was built to be closely connected to Tangram where the parts control programs are created. TPC takes 

the data and information from the Tangram project / program previously created to inspect the part; in 

particular, works in collaboration with Tangram regarding the output outcomes. 

TPC connects to the machine through Tangram, launches the programs and gets the results by the 

database that is filled by the Tangram program. Then it displays the filtered results from the TPC 

configuration. 

TPC can also recall previous inspections and re-display the results. 

TPC is a specialized front-end customizable for various applications and supports a basic automation based 

on a number of I/O bits provided by the machine controller 

Startup  

Run the application  by click on “TPC” :  

Or :    

When you run TCP, Tangram is activated in background and the connection with the machine 

automatically achieved. Homing of the machine is also managed when necessary. 

Front-End Description 

 
TPC has 3 levels of user : Operator, Supervisor and Administrator. 

As soon as it is activated, TPC carrys out with no login, it is for Operator rights.    

In the window title is shown the active user. The following picture shows the Front-End when the user “a” 

is logged in. 
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When TPC brings up, the last used Project is recalled and loaded by default.  

 

Operative Area 

 

Under the toolbar, this area includes in the main view: 

- The dropdown menus for selecting the project (Part Number) and the measure program. 

The list includes all the projects of Tangram configured for the application (see  Settings)  

- The Part status that is set after measurement as summary of the features status 

- The part image (previously configured) 

- Status of Temperature compensation 

- The table of features. It is filled after the end of the measurement, you can choose to have them 

always shown completely or have them visible to Supervisors and Admnistrators,  while when 

Operators are logged in, only the out-of-tolerance results are shown. 

- Information of the measurement:  inspection number and time-stamp 
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It can be replaced by the “chart” view, when esplicitely selected (see toolbar functions). 

 

Toolbar Buttons (operator) 

 

Operator has some limitations, some functions are disabled.  

The toolbar looks as here: 

 

Run → This is to execute the selected program. 

Stop → to interrupt an active program. It is not an emergency stop, it requires confirmation before 

stopping the program.  

 

Park → To reach a previously defined park location. Runs a dedicated program that is created by taking into 

account machine, fixture, probes and part. Typically a 3-step movement, axis by axis towards to Park 

position. 

Calibration → It can be activated at any time, and it is subject to the calibration schedule (see settings). 

When the calibration is required according to the settings,  the measurement of Part is blocked.  

 

Unit  → this is toggle to see the data on the screen in mm or inch. 

 

Users  → This to manage login-logout operations and change proper password 

  

Exit → Close TPC (and Tangram) 

 

Toolbar Buttons (Supervisor or Administrator) 

 

When a Supervisor or an Administrator is logged-in TPC Toolbar appears like this: 

 

Run → This is to execute the selected program. 
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Stop → to interrupt an active program. It is not an emergency stop, it requires confirmation before 

stopping the program.  

Park → It performs a 3-step movement to Park position that is in the middle between the two stations Left 

and Right. It starts a dedicated project/program ( $Park/$Park ) that, first of all, asks the operator to move 

in with joystick in a position who leaves free the movements along Z. 

Calibration → It can be activated at any time, and it is subject to the calibration schedule (see settings). 

When the calibration is required according to the settings,  the measurement of Part is blocked.  

 

FCS → It is dedicated to the alignment of the fixture. It runs a program to define the Fixture Coordinate 

System. This reference is used to reach the part before performing a specific alignment on the part itself 

during the measurement.  It must be re-run every time some physical changes occur concerning the pieces 

placement 

Temperature→ It opens a panel to see temperature sensor active and offers the option to manage 

temperature compensation by providing manual temperatures instead of using the sensors. 

Config → It opens the configuration environment where all the settings are available. (see Settings). 

SPC  → To open/close the lite SPC panel where see the behavior of features per Part Number. See “SPC” 
paragraph below  
 
Users  → This to manage login-logout operations and change proper password operation. 

  

History → This button is dedicated to analyze already stored inspections. When you click on the button the 

following window brings up: 
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Here users can select an inspection from the database and see the results as if the program had just been 

executed.  

EMap → to create a map of results in Excel format. Microsoft Excel has to be installed on the computer. 

 

 
 
Row /Column. The selection allows you to have an horizontal or vertical table by choosing along 
which will be listed the features and inspection values. 
 
The map will be done according to filters: 

o Project (mandatory).  
o Program name (optional) 

if not specified will be included all programs results and included only the common 
features. 
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o Date or Inspection number  limits (optional) 
if not specified, all the data in the database are included. 

Default values are the current selected for measurement. 

It no value is specified for some parameter all the data found in the data base are taken. 

Output folder can be selected.  

      The name of the resulting file is: 

<Project name>_<Program name>_<date>_<time>.xls 

This is a sample of the Map report: 
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Users  → This to manage login-logout operations and change proper password 

  

Exit → Close TPC (and Tangram) 

 

Status bars  

 
- In the bottom status-bar (black bottom panel) the Tangram status is displayed: 
 
Defined status are: 

IDLE   Tangram is active, waiting commands 
BUSY     Tangram is connected and busy 
RUNNING    A measuring program is executing 
ERROR  Tangram is in error condition 

 

- The second status-bar includes: 

• Display of the temperature measured by the active sensors, if any. 

• Status of output-bit, if configured. 

• Elapsed time for the last program run 
 

Settings 

 

Clicking on the  button a new window arises showing a number of setting context: 

 

 Calibration Schedule.  Opens a window where is possible set the schedule for the probes 
calibration procedure 
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Here there are options to schedule the calibration based on time or temperature. 
Moreover the option “SetCurrent Calibration as Reference” is very important to be sure that report 
of next calibrations will be referred to the last calibration done. 

 

 Park   This is to set the parking position: 
 

 
 

    Projects Mng. Dedicated to fill the list of project that will be available to run by TPC and 
select the features with their  order for the screen output. 
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Procedure: 

- Choose the project  on top and click on   →all programs are loaded and all the features 

listed  in the panel on the right 

 Set options: 

o Update Tangram program,     if you want to modify the program output properties 

according to your report selection 

o Include Service programs,    if you want to operate also on the features of the 

programs whose names starts with “$”. For example $Calibration 

o Only OOT,   if you want to operate only on the elements having at least one OOT 

field selected  

• Make your feature selection also using the toolbox: 

o drag one features a time from right to left panels or double-click  on the feature to 

insert  or append  (depending on  or  selection) 

The element list is a tree view and you can expand (+) to see and select the fields 

for the report, and collapse (-) 
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By default the OOT output parameter makes the fields selected. 

 

 

o use   button to move the whole list from right to left 

o make use of the button: to remove all previous features selected 

o  to expand/collapse all the features  

o to remove the project from the list of configuration 

 

• Save  when finished 

 

 Proj Attributes     This is for configure attributes of the part program not settable by Tangram. 
Attention: before adding a project in this list, it  must be created in Tangram and its features 
configured in the  “Report” settings. 

- The picture shown at project selection. 
- A comment/instruction shown in the blue line after the picture   
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  Statistics Parameters associated with the SPC view and to set the backup of the DataBase  
 

  
 
 

 Users Only for Administrator. It allows users management (add, remove, set password,…)  
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SPC Viewer 
 

   The SPC Viewer is normally displayed in the second monitor, according to the configuration selected: 
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Two modalities allow to show: 

- the current program running with automatic update at every end-of-measure (checked option) 
or 

- a selected program  (unchecked option) 
In both cases the visualization is subject to filtering by Machine and Spindle filters. 

The first checkbox is to enable a view on a limited number of features selected as Critical in configuration. 

 

Each box shows the behavior of one feature. The dimension of the sample (by default 25 measurements) is 

in the configuration 

 

 
 

The background says the status of the feature (grey if no tolerance is set) and Cp, Cpk are in the right-

bottom corner. 

Double-click on a box opens the control card of the selected feature. You can open more of them  a in 

parallel. 
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• Top chart shows:  
o all the sample values (black line),  
o XBar : average values per group (blue line), 
o nominal value (green line),  
o mean value (light blue) 
o critical  boundaries (yellow lines),  
o tolerance limits (red line). 

All of them can be checked /unchecked.  

 

• The bar diagram on right represents distribution of values in 10 partitions sectioning the shown 
area. 
 

• Bottom  panel shows a XR and XS chart.  
 

• The right- bottom table shows the basic statistical parametaers: 
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Automation 
 

TPC can manage a simple automation by operating with the I/O bit provided by the Pantec Controller. 

For example: 

-Output bit can be configured to light lamp with the meaning of  good (green) or bad (red) . Or to release 

the measure area for loading 

-Input bit can be used to recognize the park position, or to decode a part number or to ensure the fixture is 

clamping or the cabin door is closed.  

Automation is normally customized for any installation even if there are some standard habit. 

 

TPC Configuration Data (dedicated to system manager) 
 

After installation, the application data files are transferred by default to: 

C:\ProgramData\TPC_Basic 

 

They are:  

SysConfig.ini    -    dedicated to system configuration 

UConfig.ini -     dedicated to user configuration 

MSG_<language>.ini   -  English provided by default 

If you need to keep more than one application dedicated to different environments on the same 

computer, you can activate TPC.exe with an argument: 

/APPNAME: <application>  

where application is used to address the specific data area: C:\ProgramData\<application>- 

So you can have several TPC dedicated to different environments even if they can run one at a 

time. 

 

 


